
ENGR3280 Exam 1 HSp2015L Exam:6F1 Name:_____________

Exam 1 is a take-home exam (100pts, open book/notes). This exam is due IMMEDIATELY at the IMMEDIATE 
START OF CLASS on the due date for your section. Late exams WILL NOT be accepted: No exceptions.  You 
are welcome to solicit help from teammates or classmates.  Howewever, you MUST COMPLETE YOUR OWN 
WORK, and plagiarized exams will receive a 0 grade. You are welcome to turn in the exam early. Keep a copy 
for your records. Exams are keyed to each individual. DO NOT EXCHANGE EXAMS. YOU MUST SHOW 
WORK TO RECEIVE CREDIT. Return exam with ALL work completed neatly on green engineering paper.   
Return work with original exam stapled to front of work.
DUE DATE: TUESDAY, March 24, 2015.  Sign your name above, acknowledging directions.

Problem 1   (25 pts)

ü Solve for y(t) by taking the inverse Laplace transform of the following Y(s) below. 

You may use Laplace transform tables, but practice w/o these aids is important for speed on in-class exams.  Also perform a

partial fraction expansion of (b) and (f) SHOWING YOUR WORK.  Note for (h) and (i) that  Q (s) = [q(t)], and that (i) is

misleading, and harder than it looks.
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Problem 2   (25 pts)

ü For each of the following Laplace transforms, determine the following WITHOUT solving completely for 
y(t):
   (i)   All time constants (t, overall and individual if factorable) and damping ratios (z). 
   (ii)  Whether or not y(t) is (1) smooth or oscillatory, (2) converging or 
             diverging, and (3) critically, under or overdamped?
   (iii) The form of y(t) as combinations of functions of time, with undetermined constants.
   (iv) Determine the steady state value for y(t).
   (v) Do a complete partial fraction expansion of (a) & (c), SHOWING ALL WORK.

Note : You DO NOT need to determine any unknown constants, or perform partial fraction expansion except for (c). Try and

solve w/o the aid of a table or algebra program initially, but you may check your work with these aids.  Practice w/o these

aids is important for speed on in-class exams w/o algebra programs.  YOU MUST SHOW WORK FOR FULL CREDIT. 
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Problem 3 (25 pts).   

ü A well-mixed, stirred tank with a single inlet and exit flow is heated by a steam line, and has the 
following operation conditions and "constant" parameters:

                 

Ti=120°C w=20000
kg

hr
T=200°C Hinitial setpointL

DHv=500
cal

g
C=1

cal

g°C

V=60 m3 r=1000
kg

m3

The flow rate (w = wi) into and out of the well-mixed tank is constant. Assume the tank fluid is heated by 
complete condensation of the incoming steam alone with instantaneous heat transfer and no heat losses 
of the tank.  The manipulated variable (MV) for heating the fluid is the steam rate (ws) and the control 

variable (CV) is the outlet tank temperature HT ).   Assume the inlet tank  temperature (Ti) and tank volume 

(V ) are constant for this problem.

YOU MUST SHOW WORK TO RECEIVE CREDIT.

6F1

(a) Develop a differential equation for tank outlet temperature T(t) in terms of the variables above and considering an energy bal-

ance, and write it in STANDARD FORM using the parameters above (e.g. CV on LHS and all inputs on RHS).   Leave T (the 

setpoint CV) as a variable. (Use variables; do not substitute given values of parameters yet.)  Consider that the change in tempera-

ture is controlled by heat flowing into and out of the tank (convective flow), and the heat input to the tank of the condensing steam 

Q=wsDHs.  Substitute now for the given parameters above, to give the differential equation for  tank outlet temperature T(t).

(b) Keeping in mind that derivatives are zero at steady state, what is the steady state steam flow rate (MV) at the set point tempera-

ture of the CV (include units), substituting the parameters above?  Be careful with your units.

(c) Develop a linear dynamic model in terms of deviation variables in the Laplace domain, and solve for T
`
(s) in terms of a "change" 

or deviation in steam flow rate w
`
sHsL and constant inlet temperature.  (Use variables; do not substitute given values of parameters 

yet.)  What are the values of the process gain and time constant (include units), both in terms of     numerical values and in variable 

form?  Remember that a deviation variable is the difference between a value at a given time and its value at steady state.  Be 

careful with your units.  Derive the time domain solution of the exit tank temperature (not the deviation in temperature), in terms of 

the parameters above and a change in steam flow rate.

(d) Suppose the steam is operating at the steady state steam flow rate from (a).  If the steam rate ws is then changed to the new 

steam value below, what will be the new steady state temperature?  Remember to consider deviation variables, and calculate the 

change in steam flow rate. Be careful with your units.
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(a) Develop a differential equation for tank outlet temperature T(t) in terms of the variables above and considering an energy bal-

ance, and write it in STANDARD FORM using the parameters above (e.g. CV on LHS and all inputs on RHS).   Leave T (the 

setpoint CV) as a variable. (Use variables; do not substitute given values of parameters yet.)  Consider that the change in tempera-

ture is controlled by heat flowing into and out of the tank (convective flow), and the heat input to the tank of the condensing steam 

Q=wsDHs.  Substitute now for the given parameters above, to give the differential equation for  tank outlet temperature T(t).

(b) Keeping in mind that derivatives are zero at steady state, what is the steady state steam flow rate (MV) at the set point tempera-

ture of the CV (include units), substituting the parameters above?  Be careful with your units.

(c) Develop a linear dynamic model in terms of deviation variables in the Laplace domain, and solve for T
`
(s) in terms of a "change" 

or deviation in steam flow rate w
`
sHsL and constant inlet temperature.  (Use variables; do not substitute given values of parameters 

yet.)  What are the values of the process gain and time constant (include units), both in terms of     numerical values and in variable 

form?  Remember that a deviation variable is the difference between a value at a given time and its value at steady state.  Be 

careful with your units.  Derive the time domain solution of the exit tank temperature (not the deviation in temperature), in terms of 

the parameters above and a change in steam flow rate.

(d) Suppose the steam is operating at the steady state steam flow rate from (a).  If the steam rate ws is then changed to the new 

steam value below, what will be the new steady state temperature?  Remember to consider deviation variables, and calculate the 

change in steam flow rate. Be careful with your units.

New value of ws=6400
kg

hr

(e) For the change of (d), how long will it take to reach 95 % of the total "change" in temperature?  What will be the temperature of 

the tank 30 minutes after the change in steam of (d).  Sketch the change in temperature over these times up to steady state, in one 

graph.
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Problem 4   (25 pts)

ü Consider the following tank flow problem.  A conical tank of maximum height H and radius R is fed by 

an inlet flow qiHtL and has an exit flow of qHtL, with the height at any given time given by hHtL. The 

height and exit flow are related non-linearly by qHtL = c h HtL .

                                                    

YOU MUST SHOW WORK TO RECEIVE CREDIT.

(a) By considering a volume balance (dV/dt), determine a differential equation for this non-linear model relating the height h(t) to the 

inlet flow qi (t) and the area of the tank A(t).  You do not need to simplify yet, but do substitute for the exit flow q(t) in terms of h(t).

(b) Derive the expression for the area of the tank as a function of time A(t)=˛r2 from geometry which incorporates h(t) , and substi-

tute into the differential equation for h(t) and simplify any derivatives.  Your final expression should be of the form:

                    
„h

„t
= f1Hh, tL qiHtL + f2Hh, tL

(c) Linearize this model from (b) about the steady state condition Ih, q
i
), and determine the linear differential       equation relating 

the deviation in height h
`
HtL to the deviation in inlet flow rate qi

`
HtL.  Write this linear differential     equation relating deviations vari-

ables in STANDARD FORM, and give expressions for the time constant and gain, as a function of system    parameters and steady 

state values of the variables h and q
i
.

(d) Solve for the transfer function relating deviation in height H
`
(s) to deviation in inlet flow rate Qi

`
(s).

(e) EXTRA CREDIT.  Solve for the transfer function relating a deviation in exit flow rate to Q
`
(s) to a deviation in inlet flow rate Qi

`
(s).  

Determine the time response of the exit flow rate q(t) to a step change in inlet flow rate qi (t)=MU(t).

6F1
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Problem 5.   Consider a spring-mass-dashpot system mounted on a massless cart shown below.  The  
(25 points) displacement of the cart relative to the ground is u(t), and is the system input.  The 

displacement of the block of mass m relative to the ground is y(t), and is the system output.  
The mass is connected to the cart by a spring of spring constant k, and a dashpot of damping 
coefficient c.  In other words, the spring produces a force proportional to its relative 
displacement or stretch of F=-kx, and the dashpot produces a force proportional to its relative 
velocity F=-c(dx/dt), where x is the relative displacement of the block with respect to the cart. 

 Note: u(t) is a general time-dependent input unless otherwise specified. 
 

 

System parameters: 
 

    

€ 

m = 2 c =16 k = 30
u(t) t= 0 = u(0) = −2

y(t) t= 0 = y(0) =10

dy dt t= 0 = 0

 

 

 
(a) A force balance leads to the following differential equation relating the mass displacement y(t) 

to the input of the cart displacement u(t).   

          

€ 

m d2y
dt 2

+ c dy
dt

+ k y(t) = c du
dt

+ k u(t)    Eq.(1) 

 Substituting for the system parameters above, do the following: 
 1) Write the ODE in standard form, relating the system input u(t) to system output y(t). HINT: 

All terms depending on the output are on the left-hand side, and all terms depending on the 
input are on the right-hand side.  Remember to substitute system parameters above. 

 2) What is the overall time constant 

€ 

τ  and damping ratio 

€ 

ζ  for this system? Is the system 
overdamped, underdamped, or critically damped? 

 3) Write the characteristic equation and solve for it roots. What form of time domain solutions 
arise from these roots, using underdetermined coefficients?  HINT: Ignore the input.  This is 
not the complete solution for y(t). 

 
 (b) Solve for y(t), by taking the following steps: 
 1) Take the Laplace Transform of the ODE (from Part (a)(1) or Eq.(1)) with the above given 

values of the system parameters and solve for Y(s) in terms of the a general input U(s).  
Remember to include initial conditions in the transformation. 

 2) Let the initial conditions equal zero for the remainder of the exam, or 
 (u(0)=y(0)=

€ 

dy dt t= 0=0). What is the transfer function 

€ 

G(s)? 
 3) Now let u(t) equal a unit step at time t=0. What is the form of time domain solution for y(t)? 
 (Remember, the initial conditions are zero.) 
 4) Write a complete partial fraction expansion for Y(s), determining all constants, for a unit  
 step input for u(t).  HINT: Use the roots that you determined in Part (a)(3) to help with this. 
 5) What is the complete time domain solution of y(t), with all constants determined?   
 

c 

Ground 


